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Reception and perception of rock music in India

Takako Inoue

The purpose of this paper is to examine how rock music is perceived in India through an analysis of the position of rock in the Indian popular music scene. I'll first give an overall picture of the Indian popular music scene, and then analyze the current situation of Indian rock through one specific band as an example. I'll also examine Indo-West crossover or fusion music through a comparison of its reception by Indians and Westerners. Finally, I'll explore the position of rock music in the context of Indian social situation.

Indian popular music scene

Popular music hits had been dominated by film songs for almost fifty years until the arrival of satellite TVs in 1991, because cinema had long been the biggest entertainment medium for the Indian masses. These film songs, usually called filmi, which are not actually sung by the actors and actresses in the films but by so-called playback singers, were recorded by a limited number of singers until the late 1980s. This situation is typically described by the phrase 'Mangeshkar monopoly': Lata Mangeshkar and her two sisters had monopolized filmi hits.¹

Lata sings with a high-pitched falsetto voice and it is very likely that this style is adopted partly for creating the typical image of heroines emphasizing femininity, which is characterized by beauty, frailty, weakness, dependency, loveliness, tenderness and so on, and also partly for duets with the male voice in love scenes which are essential for the Indian entertainment cinema. Since this particular singing style gained wide acceptance and became accepted as the only way to make hits for the filmi scene, other singers have come to follow her style. It should also be noted that classical or folk songs are sung not with Lata-like voice but with each singer's own natural voice. The male playback singers who could make filmi hits were also limited to three giants; Kishore Kumar, Mohammed Rafi and Mukesh. Their singing style is also highly standardized with a tenor voice which seems to create a hero image, emphasizing gentlemanliness, princeliness, youthfulness and so on.²

Film songs are usually accompanied by a typical Indian orchestra which includes both Indian and Western musical instruments. The favourite instruments are strings instruments such as the violin, the sitar and the santur, which are used for melismatic phrases or interlude melodies, and percussion instruments such as the tabla and the dolak, which can produce the typical Indian beat: the first beat is accentuated. A base line is naturally weak and chords used in a song are limited to a few which should not interrupt a flowing melody line. Though not as popular as filmi, so-called light classical, including the ghazal (an Urdu love poem), the bhajan (a Hindu religious song), has also been arranged and sung like filmi, and as a result it acquired a pretty large following. Consequently, the styles of Indian
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popular music hits have been so uniform from various aspects until around the 1980s, though Western influences have been increasingly observed after the late 1980s when electronic musical instruments became increasingly popular.

The Indian popular music scene has undergone radical changes since the emergence of Star TV, which is one of the satellite TVs that first appeared in India in 1991 along with the economic liberalization policy. The number of TV channels has rapidly increased: previously, only three channels could be received and were all government-managed. In contrast, the number of channels available now is over fifty. TV soon became the main entertainment medium for the Indian masses. Popular music, except films, which had been previously produced but did not create any big hits, now could be enjoyed by a wider general public. Since MTV, ATN & Channel V started broadcasting video clips of Indian pop songs along with foreign pop songs, many big hits resulted. Now we can find some pop hits in the hit chart, though it is still occupied mainly by filmi hits. TV singers are naturally not the same as playback singers whose physical image cannot be seen by their listeners. The new stars on TV have to look nice, young, smart and fashionable, and should also be able to move well.

It is also notable that video clips of foreign singers also became available to the Indian mass audiences. Previously, foreign hits were not easily accessible to the Indian popular market except to knowledgeable fans who had enough money to obtain cassettes and playing facilities. Now, the Indian public can easily get access to any kind of popular music through TV programs, which has resulted in an increased acceptance of non-Indian music arrangements and singing styles with a natural voice or even a husky voice, rather than falsetto.

Contemporary hit songs are usually divided into three genres: filmi, pop and folk. These divisions depend neither on musical characteristics nor on the type of media. Roughly speaking, even if the music is influenced either by rock or by Indian classical music, film songs are all categorized under filmi, and songs in regional languages, not made for films and influenced by Western pop, are all categorized under pop, and songs in regional languages, not made for films and influenced by the regional music, are all categorized under folk.

According to the above categorization, bhangra beat (originally the traditional folk dance music called bhangra hailing from North Western Indian state of Punjab which had added Western and modern influences by UK Asians and introduced to India) is categorized under folk so that the Indian bhangra beat is never sung in English, thus preserving the original Punjabi style. Indians regard bhangra beat, which was certainly born in the UK, as their own musical creation. Though some of the UK bhangra musicians are actively collaborating with Indians, we should, for the moment, deal with the Indian scene and the UK scene separately. Though the analysis of bhangra beat is not the purpose of this paper, I would like to refer to a few points. According to my observation, the UK bhangra beat seems to be reflected more in the UK club music such as reggae, hip-hop, techno, jungle etc., while the Indian bhangra beat has no direct connection with such kinds of musical styles but seems to be reflected in the Indian pop scene itself. As a result, the Indian bhangra beat is more similar to the initial UK bhangra beat like the music of the most famous band, Aaap.

In addition to the above-mentioned music, remix versions of film hits have been produced, to meet the increased demand for dance music with an Indian taste in discos. But there is no demand for rock. Why does rock, the music conceived as rock by Indians, remain unpopular, even though many songs have actually been influenced by the rock musical scene?

An Indian rock band, Parikrama

Parikrama is a Delhi-based rock band, formed in 1991, and voted as number two among the Indian
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rock bands in the annual reader's poll of 1996 held by The Rock Street Journal, India's only rock magazine launched in January 1993. I've continuously been in contact with members of Parikrama since I attended their live concert in March, 1996. Here, I will examine the situation of Indian rock bands through the observation of their live concert and subsequent discussion with members of the band.9

Parikrama basically consist of a vocalist, tow guitarists, a bassist, a keyboard player and a drummer, and occasionally a tabla player and an Indian-style violinist (the violin is one of the most popular musical instruments for South Indian classical music in which it is used not only for solos but also to accompany vocals) join them, which characterizes and differentiates Parikrama from other bands. Parikrama seem to express their originality through using the Indian sound. But this fact should not be taken as the expression of 'Indianness' because the audiences who come to listen to Parikrama are not foreigners but young Indians who just love rock. The expression by using Indian sound is facing not toward outsiders but toward their own people. As rock is hardly popular in India, most bands were recently formed and have just started by imitating Western bands. Considering such a situation, the way chosen by Parikrama has an effect of awakening an interest in rock by using their familiar sound among Indians who have less experience in listening to rock, rather than appealing to any 'Indianness' which often reminds one of a kind of national identity usually constructed by the government who is threatened the foreign cultural invasion.10

All the members were Delhi University students when they formed the band. Each one of them has got a job and Parikrama still remain an amateur band. According to them there were no professional bands in India because it was impossible to make a living by playing rock. For example, another band, Indus Creed (number one according to the 1994 readers' poll) which were the oldest band in India formed more than fifteen years ago, still cannot sustain themselves only by playing rock, though they released an original album. Parikrama have now one or two concerts per week which are mainly held in colleges or give free rock shows sponsored by some institutions, and the number of the concerts is gradually increasing. Guarantees paid to them (usually too small to maintain a band) are pooled to purchase expensive equipment. These conditions seem to be quite similar to those of any other amateur band, according to my own experience as a member of an amateur band.

The live concert I attended was held as one of the events on the occasion of a student festival at Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management, Delhi. It mainly consisted of copies or cover versions of Western rock hits of such famous bands as Deep Purple, Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin. Most songs chosen were their favourite hit numbers from around 1970. Some of the audience frequently requested Parikrama to play these numbers by shouting the names of their favourite bands. They apparently have some idea of Parikrama's preference and speciality, and share the same perception of rock. The fashion and performing style of members of Parikrama are also just like those of Western rock bands around 1970. One of their original numbers "Till I'm No One Again" was first released in a compilation cassette, The Great Indian Rock, vol. 1, produced by The Rock Street Journal in 1995, consisting of one song each from 14 bands selected out of demos sent by 150 groups.11

Parikrama rarely play original numbers at live concerts. The reasons were given by the manager cum keyboard player of Parikrama, Subir Malik with whom I discussed several matters,12 as follows: 1) The audience always asks them to play only Western rock hits as they want to listen to something more familiar rather.

2) The band should entertain the audience in compliance with their demand, so that a concert cannot be consisted only of original numbers which nobody is familiar with.

3) The position of rock in India doesn't allow the programming of concerts without Western hits which are relatively well-known, though the band actually intend to make the audience listen to
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their original numbers. Actually all Indian bands, even comparatively major bands like Indus Creed and Millennium (number one according to the 1995-1996 readers' polls) are more or less doing the same as Parikrama.

4) For the purpose of making the band more recognizable, the first thing to be done by the band is to make rock itself more familiar to Indians.

Taking the reasons given above into account, it is certain that the non-popularity of rock itself causes a considerable lack of original numbers in concerts. I suggested to Subir the following ideas of reasons why rock is still non-popular in India, as given below:

1) Most people have listened to rock only since the arrival of satellite TVs. It is too early to judge that rock doesn't suit to Indian taste.

2) It is very difficult for ordinary people to form amateur bands in India, as musical instruments and equipment are all imported and quite expensive, even though prices of imported goods have come down since the economic liberalization policy of 1991. This practical condition prevents rock from being spread to the Indian mass market.

3) As far as western popular music is concerned, the Indian public started to receive many musical genres such as rock, funk, reggae, hip-hop etc. altogether, and music belonging to any period from the Beatles to Madonna has been accepted at the same time. It is interesting that Western rock bands which disbanded long ago are featured on a large scale in every issue of The Rock Street Journal.

4) Foreign dance music seems to have quickly attained its popularity, because dance scenes have been indispensable for entertainment films and those who want to be actors or actresses generally learn break dance. In addition to the above reasons I gave, Subir pointed out another reason as follows:

5) A song in English would never be a big hit in India.

He said that the band have no intention of singing in Hindi, even though he was actually advised to play Hindi songs, to maintain their popularity. He believed that rock could be sung in English but not in Hindi or any other regional languages, or rather that rock was so universal that it could be shared with world-wide rock fans and should not be subjected to regional differences. He answered that he had no objection to Hindi rock or whatever, though the band would sing only in English. Actually all the members have long been listening to rock sung in English so that singing in English seems quite natural to them. As there are a few bands singing in Hindi, which are not popular at all, popularity cannot be acquired by simply changing the language of lyrics from English to Hindi. He also emphasized that the band played rock because of their love for rock and didn't want to play only to obtain popularity, even though singing in Hindi might pave the way to make the band more popular. In fact, not only Parikrama but also most Indian bands sing only in English. Thus, the listeners of rock in India are naturally restricted to the elites of society who speak English (the population with English as the second language has never exceeded 4% of the Indian total population according to the Census), though English is not a foreign language but the official language of India.  

The language issue above reminds us of a similar language controversy which occurred in Japan during the early 1970s. Without analyzing the social context, we should not simply compare the above case with the Japanese case. In case of Japan, the main controversy about the language used in rock music was whether rock could be sung in Japanese or not. Those who advocated singing in English asserted that the rhythm of the Japanese language itself did not fit properly with the rhythm of rock, and that the real rock sound could not be produced in singing in Japanese. While those who were against singing in English questioned whether rock could be enjoyed only by its sound, and whether rock could be really understood without knowing the meaning of lyrics, because of the limited knowledge of English among the Japanese in general.
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This controversy symbolized a process of transformation of rock in the course of its acculturation, with a result that in the mid-70s many rock bands started to sing in Japanese. In the case of India, there's no question as to whether rock can be sung in Hindi. They are able enough to sing and compose in English without any difficulty, because it is quite natural that those who have been given English education speak English as well as their mother tongue, and, above all, they have long listened to rock in English.

In short, the language controversy in rock is an issue of the perception of rock in Japan while it is an issue of commercialism in India.

Parikrama and Indo-West crossover music

As I mentioned above, Parikrama take Indian musical elements back in their original numbers and some of their cover versions by featuring the tabla and the violin. Frankly speaking, their favourite Western rock numbers are directly or indirectly influenced by Indian music. So-called raga rock and many songs of psychedelic rock can be regarded as examples of such direct influences, under which Indian musical instruments or those producing similar sounds are used, and the typical characteristics of Indian classical music, particularly its melody (using modes like Indian ragas) and drones are adapted. Later hard rock and progressive rock can be regarded as examples of indirect influences because their characteristics, like long improvisations with a drone or over a few chords, are also like those of Indian classical music. In other words, rock around 1970 and Indian music shared the same musical structure. If so, it's quite natural that Parikrama are interested in incorporating Indian musical elements into their own music, which was already attempted by Western rock musicians very intensively more than 20 years ago. It can be argued that Parikrama are trying to take current Indian rock back to its birth place, and their efforts are not merely the imitation or reproduction of Western rock.

Taking the way adopted by Parikrama into consideration, I should like to examine the Indian reception of Indo-West crossover or fusion music.

Most of Indian musicians who collaborated with Westerners are trained in Indian classical music and regarded as pure classical musicians in India. They have supplied the typical Orient flavour in order to meet the demands of Westerners regardless of any genre, either popular or classic. Moreover, through the collaboration with Westerners in Europe and America they have actually paid much better dividends than playing only classical music in India. While inside the country, such classical musicians have played an active role within the elite musical scene: understanding or pretending to understand classical music has functioned as a qualification of the cultural elite since the period of British India when classical music was established as a 'traditional art' symbolizing the Indian spiritual heritage. These musicians have neither entered into the Indian popular music scene nor collaborated with Indian pop musicians except in a few cases, so that they could successfully protect their status as classical musicians. Popular music, particularly entertainment-film music, which represents mass culture or commercialism, and classical music representing high culture have been established as two separate fields in India, though the former is inspired a lot by the latter and the musicians of the former field often start their musical experiences in learning the latter.

Consequently, the collaboration with Westerners has never drawn public attention inside India, though it has definitely served to make Indian music exposed to the world. It should be noted that the apparent contradictory way adopted by those who chose to collaborate with Westerners outside has not been only satisfying to both elite Indians' and Westerners' demands but also conformed to market economy.
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The violinist of Parikrama is a regular classical musician for All India Radio. The emergence of classical musicians like him who play both in the classical and popular fields suggests a radical change is undergoing among musicians. He has crossed the barrier which the elder generation put up. The same tendency can even be seen in Hindi pop. For example, in the case of a pop duo, Colonial Cousins, who recently became popular, one of the members is a vocalist of South Indian classical music and they include in their repertoire classical songs, which were not welcomed before as damaging the authenticity of classical music. The fact that Colonial Cousins are now widely accepted by the Indian public may suggest that the Indo-west crossover or fusion music performed by Indians will become more popular from now on, while the concept of authenticity in ‘traditional art’ among elders will gradually be transformed by the young, though the latter will definitely keep on paying respect to Indian traditions.

The situation of rock in Indian society

The contradictory position of rock in India was clarified by the discussion above: rock, which was argued to be born among the working class in the West, is actually the music for the restricted elite who was educated in English or, we can say, for the bourgeoisie who has got enough money to purchase expensive musical instruments and equipment in India. Rock still remains something difficult to get access to Indian masses. The present condition of rock is also reflected in the social situation of post-colonial India; English embedded in Indian society both as a colonial heritage and as the basis of high education is juxtaposed to a strong attachment to Indian tradition both as a production by the nationalist elite and something to awaken or appeal to the Indian public emotion.

The Hindu communalism has come to power since the early 1990s. The communists frequently appeal to the nationalistic emotion among the public that Western culture will damage Indian tradition; for example, they opposed to events such as The Miss World Contest held at Bangalore in November 1996, in which wearing swimsuits was considered to be against the Indian traditional feminine value. Even nonpolitical traditionalists among the elderly generation oppose to Westernized culture and criticize the present popular music scene as vulgarization. For example, a video clip of Alisha, a famous female pop singer promoted as the Indian Madonna, in which a bed scene was featured, was banned from TV as obscene in 1991. She later had another video clip shot, in which she acted like Sita, a chaste wife of Rama, who is one of the popular Hindu gods described in the famous epic Ramayana, in contrast to the previous video clip. Consequently, she gained popularity by playing a role of a conventional idealized Indian woman.

Rock has not met with such oppositions yet as it is not popular enough in India. Traditionalists or nationalists may not have been exposed to rock at all or even not been aware of its existence. The examples shown above, however, may cause one to imagine that the social situation of today’s India will turn to be an impediment to make rock popular, though the young people whom I talked with always emphasized that Indian tradition and imported modern Western culture were compatible. This is not a problem of discord between generations, which seems to be quite natural in any society. The issue of communalism versus secularism is not such an age-old phenomenon but a quite modern one, which is connected with entangled contradictions: those between the East and the West, between tradition and modernity, and between the past and the present.

Thus, it can be argued that the situation of rock in Indian society reflects the ambivalence of post-colonial India, which has become more visible since the economic liberalization.
Endnotes

1 Lata Mangeshkar (1929- ): Recorded over 25,000 songs in 14 Indian languages. The first song appeared in 1942 and came to prominence in 1948. Until the late 1980s, They recorded about two songs per day. (Rajadhyaksha & Willemen 1995: 135)

2 I resided in India from 1983 to 1987, and thereafter yearly spent a few months there for field researches. This observation is based on many films I saw in India. I also learned ghazal and bhajan from Ms. Sapna Awasthi, who is now one of the famous popular singers, in addition to learning Karnataka (South Indian classical) music at Delhi University.

3 Electric keyboards, particularly Casio tone have increasingly been used, in place of stringed instruments, for producing melismatic phrases.


6 For example, Ila Arun, whose song “Vote for ghaghra” became a big hit in 1995, has a low-pitched husky voice trained in folk music.

7 For example, songs included in the best album of Ila Arun, who can sing songs belonging to all three genres, can be ordered according to this categorization. (The Best of Ila Arun: Film Hits, Folk Songs, Pop Songs, CD132228, Calcutta: RPG)


9 I continuously discussed with the members of Parikrama through e-mail after coming back to Japan. I am deeply grateful to Parikrama for responding readily to my questions and comments.

10 This point will be discussed more in later sections of the present paper.


12 The following points are based on my interview with Subir Malik conducted in March 1996 in Delhi and thereafter through e-mail. More information on Parikrama can be found in their own web site (http://www.netfx.net/parikrama).

13 It should be noted that the population with English as the second language is not equal to the population who understands or manages to use English; it must be much larger than the Census data.

14 The language controversy was mainly featured in the 1971-1972 issues of New Music Magazine. Also see Shinohara 1996: 64-67.

15 Shinohara mentions that the controversy resulted in a fade-out after the big success of a rock’n’roll band, Carol, who debuted in 1972. But I believe that the debut of the Southern All-stars in 1978 finally succeeded in appropriating rock into the Japanese culture, because both advocates have coexisted since then.


17 A well-known sitarist, Ravi Shankar, who played together with both George Harrison of the Beatles and a violinist, Yehudi Menuhin, is a good example. Many Indian musicians have followed his way since then. See Shankar 1969.
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19 For example, a South Indian singer, K. J. Yesudas plays an active part both in classical and popular fields, and a veena player, S. Balachander, directed films and composed music for all of his films. See Rajadhyaksha & Willemen 1995: 50 & 222. According to my observation, South Indian musicians seem to be more indifferent to the barrier between two fields than North Indians.

20 For example, the opening phrase of a famous South Indian classical song, "Krishna ni begane baro" (composed by Vyasaraya in the 16th century), is featured in a song, "Krishna" of Colonial Cousins (Colonial Cousins, C4GP1573, Mumbai: Magnasound).

21 The controversy about The Miss World Contest was repeatedly featured in all the papers and magazines in 1996. It is also noted that they did not criticize characteristics of any Miss Contest in which women are put on display as a kind of commodity, as feminists usually do, but criticized it from the view of traditional value different from the Western value.

22 A video clip of a song, "De De Mujhko", was banned in 1991 and that of a song, "Made in India", made Alisha an idol star in 1995.

23 This fact reminds me of the word 'synthesis' suggested by an Indian sociologist, Prof. T. K. Oommen of Jawaharlal Nehru University. This word used for the description of colonial India means a renovated tradition that partly accepts, as well as partly rejecting, Western culture brought by the British. 'Synthesis', namely the renovated tradition, is neither a 'thesis' of Western culture nor an 'antithesis' of indigenous culture in this context. He said that 'synthesis' had been able to produce some unity in colonial contexts, but that the present Indian society was described as a volition of modernity, plurality, and synthesis. Also see Nandy 1983.
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